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Introduction.
In 1948, J.H.C. Whitehead [8; Lemma 4] proved that, if X is locally compact Hausdorff, then the Cartesian product (
2 ) ix X g is a quotient map ( 3 ) for every quotient map g. Using this result, D.E. Cohen proved in [1; 3.2] that, if X is locally compact Hausdorff, then X X Y is â -space ( 4 ) for every /c-space Y. The principal purpose of this note is to show that these results are the best possible, in the sense that, if a regular space X is not locally compact, then the conclusions of both results are false. (That the conclusions are false without some restrictions on X is well known; see, for instance, Bourbaki [ Our main results are formally stated and proved in sections 2 and 3, while section 4 contains analogous results for sequential spaces, and section 5 considers the special case where X is metrizable. , the product ^ X /g : X^ X Xg-^Yi X Yg is defined by (/i X /a)(^i, ^2) == (A^iL /zf^))-we use ^x to denote the identity map on X. ( 4 ) A topological space X is a k-space if a subset A of X is closed whenever A n K is closed in K for every compact K c X. All locally compact spaces and all first-countable spaces are /c-spaces.
I am grateful to S.P. Franklin Suppose X is not locally compact at some XQ e X. Let {UoJaeA be a local base at XQ. Then, for all a e A, the closure Ua is not compact, and thus has a well ordered family {F^}^<^a) °t non-empty closed subsets whose intersection is empty ( 7 ). We assume that the collection of all the well-ordered index sets Aa = {^ : X ^ X(a)}, with a e A, is disjoint. Topologize each Aa with the order topology, which makes it compact Hausdorff. Let A denote the topological sum Sae^Aa, and let Y be the space obtained from A by identifying all the final points X(a) e Aa to a single point z/o e Y. Clearly A is a paracompact /c-space, and it is easy to check directly that so is Y. Let g: A -^ Y be the quotient map. Clearly g is closed, and g is compact-covering because every compact subset of Y is contained in the union of Let us show that /^(S) is closed in X X A, but that S is not closed in X X Y.
To see that ^^(S) is closed in X X A, it suffices to check that /r-^S) n (X X Aa) is closed in X X Aa for all a. But, since E^a) == 0 for all a, h-^S) n (X X Aa) = Sa, and Sa is indeed closed in X X Aa.
To see that S is not closed in X X Y, note first that (^o? Vo) ^ S. However, if U X V is a neighborhood of (xo, yo) is X X Y, then Up c U for some ? <= A; if we pick X <= ^(V) n Ap with X -=f=-Xp, then 0^h{E^ X {X})c(U X V)nS.
Hence (.To, yo) e S, and that completes the proof. 
Products of k-spaces.

Proof. -The implication (a) -> {b) is the result of D.E. Cohen quoted in the introduction, and (fc) -> (c) is obvious. It remains to prove (c) -> (a).
Suppose X is not locally compact. Then Theorem 2.1 implies that there exists a compact-covering map g: A -> Y, with Y a paracompact /c-space, such that i' x X g is not a quotient map. Since g is compact-covering, so is ix X g. Now it is easy to show [7; Lemma 11.2] that any compactcovering map whose range is a Hausdorfi* /c-space must be a quotient map. Since ix X g is not a quotient map, it follows that X X Y is not a /c-space. That completes the proof.
Two analogous results.
S. P. Franklin has pointed out that Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 have simple analogues in case the domain of g in Theorem 2.1, or the space Y in Theorem 3.1, are assumed to be sequential. Recall that a space Y is called sequential [5] if a subset A of Y is closed whenever A n S is closed in S in for every convengent sequence (including the limit) S in Y. Since such S are compact, every sequential space is clearly a /c-space. Moreover, quotients of sequential spaces are always sequential, and sequential spaces are precisely the quotients of (locally compact) metrizable spaces (see [5] ).
For each infinite cardinal m, let Dm denote the discrete space of cardinality ttl, let Ym be the quotient space obtained from Dm X [0, 1] by identifying all points in Dm X {0} (i.e. Ym is the cone over Dm), and let gm : Dm X [0, 1] -> Ym be the quotient map.
By the pointwise weight of a space X we will mean the smallest cardinal m such that each x e X has a neighborhood base of cardinality <; m. 
